
ULTIMATE COWBOY SHOWDOWN 

SEASON 4 

 

ULTIMATE COWBOY SHOWDOWN 401 “All-Star Showdown” 

Premiere Date: September 6, 2023 

In this all-star edition, 14 top cowboys from past seasons return for another shot at winning a $50,000 herd of 

cattle. As the cowboys compete in the Arizona desert, host Trace Adkins and his expert judges decide who will 

be the first to go home. 

ULTIMATE COWBOY SHOWDOWN 402 “Grits, Guts and Danger” 

Premiere Date: September 13, 2023 

The 13 remaining cowboys compete in individual and team challenges to prove their skills to host Trace 

Adkins and his expert judges, but the competition turns perilous when one cowboy disappears while herding 

horses in the unforgiving Arizona desert. 

ULTIMATE COWBOY SHOWDOWN 403 “Sabotage and Soul Searching” 

Premiere Date: September 20, 2023 

Given a choice to help or sabotage their fellow contestants, the thirteen remaining cowboys are forced to 

question their values and the lengths they'll go to win a $50,000 herd of cattle. Host Trace Adkins and his 

expert judges eliminate two cowboys. 

ULTIMATE COWBOY SHOWDOWN 404 “Cowboy Up” 

Premiere Date: September 27, 2023 

Cowboys need brawn and brains, so the remaining 11 contestants are tested on both. First, they guess the cost 

of common ranch items; then they endure a grueling overnight challenge guarding a herd of cattle. Host Trace 

Adkins eliminates two cowboys. 

ULTIMATE COWBOY SHOWDOWN 405 “Down and Dirty” 

Premiere Date: October 4, 2023 

With nine cowboys remaining, the competition gets fierce. First, an old-fashioned horse race turns into an all-

out brawl. Then, a cowboy is rushed to the hospital after a freak accident. Host Trace Adkins and the judges 

send another cowboy home. 

ULTIMATE COWBOY SHOWDOWN 406 “Broken Down” 

Premiere Date: October 11, 2023 

After demonstrating their calf-roping skills, the 8 remaining cowboys are challenged to drive a herd of cattle 

and an old-fashioned chuck wagon across the rugged Arizona terrain. Host Trace Adkins and his expert judges 

send another cowboy packing. 

ULTIMATE COWBOY SHOWDOWN 407 “High Stakes and New Leaders” 

Premiere Date: October 18, 2023 



Half of the 14 all-star cowboys have been eliminated. The remaining seven contestants must demonstrate skill 

and grit in a grueling relay race made up of a series of cowboy challenges. Host Trace Adkins and his expert 

judges send another cowboy home. 

ULTIMATE COWBOY SHOWDOWN 408 “The Longhorn Goodbye” 

Premiere Date: October 25, 2023 

The remaining 6 cowboys face off in a cutting competition that turns out to be more difficult than expected. 

Then, they work as a team to sort 4 rogue cattle from a herd and load them on a trailer. Host Trace Adkins and 

the judges send a cowboy home. 

ULTIMATE COWBOY SHOWDOWN 409 “The Final Five” 

Premiere Date: November 1, 2023 

The five remaining cowboys get to show off their skills starting wild colts and taking them through an 

obstacle course. Then, they must rope and load as many steers as they can in 30 minutes. Host Trace Adkins 

and the judges eliminate two cowboys. 

ULTIMATE COWBOY SHOWDOWN 410 “The Ultimate All-Star” 

Premiere Date: November 8, 2023 

In the final cattle drive of the season, the three remaining cowboys have one last chance to prove they deserve 

to be the Ultimate Cowboy All-Star Champion. Host Trace Adkins and the expert judges evaluate each 

cowboy's skills and determine a winner. 

 

 

 


